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Those Who Laugh, Last
To face the frustrations of dealing with constant change, we must develop
the light approach to life. This is an area I constantly have to work on. I
married my husband Jim in part because of his sense of humor and ability
to "smell the roses" along life's journey. Although I use a lot of humor in
my speaking, I'm a fairly intense workaholic. I love what I do – work is
fun for me. Therefore, I don't have a lot of need for fun. As a result,
taking time out of my schedule to have fun with Jim or our boys is a
commitment I have to make. Since I'm a natural-born scheduler, I
schedule monthly "date nights" with Jim. When it works well, Jim and
the boys travel with me to a speaking engagement. I love to speak and Jim
and the boys have fun in whatever location we are at – I join them for fun evening activities or we spend an extra
day sight-seeing. It's a win/win. What are you doing to incorporate more "fun" into your life?
Ken Blanchard, author of The One Minute Manager, uses a perspective-setting technique he calls the "zoo
mentality." He developed it when his children were growing up. Blanchard noticed that whenever he was at a park
or zoo, there would be parents yelling at their kids for running around, misbehaving, and generally having a great
time. It seemed ironic to him to take children to a place to have fun and then yell at them. So, Blanchard decided
he would get into a "zoo mentality." If his kids started acting silly or chasing each other, he would join in the fun.
Now he uses that skill at his company's management meetings.
How is your sense of humor? Gauge your sense of humor by answering true or false
to each of the following statements.

Sense of Humor Inventory:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

7. _____
8. _____
9. _____
10._____

I frequently laugh during the day.
I read the comic section of the local newspaper each day.
I look for cartoons and quips in my reading.
I repeat to my friends and associates stories that make me laugh.
I seek out funny movies.
I feel comfortable sharing embarrassing moments with friends
and co-workers.
I am able to laugh at my silly mistakes.
I collect examples of humor in cartoons, tapes, jokes, etc.
I enjoy playing with children.
I consider myself a person who enjoys levity.
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If you answered false more than three times, your sense of humor needs works. People who take themselves too
seriously often have a difficult time establishing easy, enjoyable relationships with others. If you have a hard time
letting loose, try to gradually make some changes. The next time you make an embarrassing mistake, laugh it off.
Or practice telling a funny story that you enjoyed hearing. You'll find that lightheartedness can be contagious -both to others and yourself.

Improving Your
Sense of Humor
A sense of humor is learned - not an innate - trait. Here are
some ways to get your laugh mechanism in working order.
■

Redefine how you react to things.

■

Consider that being childlike can sometimes
be beneficial. Seek to recapture some of the joy and

Try to find
the light aspects even in serious situations. Ponder what
was embarrassing for you years ago and reframe your
view of it to see the funny side.

wonderment you experienced as a child. When our son
Drew was three and a half years old, he was running
errands with his dad. While they were driving along, Drew noticed a squirrel lying in the road and asked his
dad, "Was that a squirrel?" To which Jim replied, "Yes it was." Drew somberly asked, "Is he dead?" "Yes,
he's dead, Drew." Drew thought about that for a moment and quietly said, "He must not have looked both
ways."
■

Take humor breaks. We take lunch breaks, coffee breaks, and exercise breaks; we can accent the
light side of life by taking humor breaks. A humor break could be reading the newspaper's comic
section, getting together with a friend who makes you laugh, or watching one of your favorite
comedies. We keep a log of funny things our boys say as they are growing up. The boys love reading
those funny stories and lines. It re-creates the humorous moments we treasure as a family. Program
yourself to laugh at regular times just as you program yourself to sleep a certain number of hours.

■

Give more than you take.

■

Share your humor.

When people hear you tell a funny story or repeat a caption of a cartoon, they
will look at you differently and will be more likely to have fun with you. Remembering a funny
anecdote to tell someone else will help you keep in mind the humorous side of life. Keep in mind that
poking fun at yourself is where true humor comes from - not poking fun of someone's race or gender.
Most people enjoy funny, true stories more than a joke.

■

Build a laugh library.

■

Be playful.

People-oriented individuals tend to think more of others than
themselves and thus do not take themselves too seriously. Strive to be people-oriented. Make yourself
do a kind deed for someone else each day.

Assemble a collection of your favorite
humor writers, cartoon, records, tapes, and jokes. One of my
favorite "funny people" is Bill Cosby. I love how he relates
hysterically, funny true stories that happened to him.
Look for humor behind words, associations, and

situations.
This article is excerpted from Patti Hathaway's book "Untying the 'Nots'
of Change Before You're Fit to be Tied." To purchase a subscriber's-only
specially priced autographed copy of Patti's book, click here:
http://www.thechangeagent.com/subscriber.html

Attention All Bankers!
I need your help! I'm in the beginning stages of
writing a book on customer loyalty and have
decided I'm going to write this book specifically
for banks with bank examples and quotes. I
know from doing a lot of training in banks and
bank associations and talking with numerous
bank executives that banks have some significant
challenges:
How do you compete when your profits are
shrinking, the labor market is tight, competition
is coming from everywhere and you're losing
customers to your competitors?
If you are interested in responding to occasional
e-mail questions related to customer service in
banks, please contact me with your name,
position, and the bank you work for. Some
questions will be geared more towards front-line
employees while other questions will be
addressed to managers.
What's in it for you? If you participate and I use
your ideas then certainly you will be
acknowledged in the book as well as being sent
an autographed copy to show your family and
friends!
Please contact me with your interest via my email: Patti@thechangeagent.com or Fax number:
614-523-3515. Thanks!

Patti Hathaway,
Certified Speaking
Professional, is known as
The CHANGE AGENTSM
who guarantees your satisfaction with every program
she presents. She tailors her content based on
researching your organization’s needs and delivers
superb content with high energy, humor and visuals.
Patti’s expert balance between serious concepts and
humorous illustrations raises audience receptivity,
creating tremendous impact. Patti Hathaway effects
change that impacts bottom-line returns. She cuts
across all levels of your organization to give your
people the no-nonsense direction they need to deal with
today’s rapidly changing environment.

Client Quote:
“I wanted to send you a completely unsolicited letter
of recognition and recommendation for your work…
You were asked to be our ‘capstone’ speaker, to
stimulate their appetite for further professional
growth and to act upon the learning they had
received. You were simply fantastic! Being at the end
of a conference is a challenge of its own, to keep
people's attention as their minds shift toward leaving
and their energy ebbs. You were so entertaining, so
engaging, and so thought-provoking that the group,
instead of fading, was highly charged and connected.
You are clearly one of the best speakers I have seen.
I have heard references to your work in the
community -- that you have went into environments
where tradition rules and change is not a value and
moved the mountain! I can see how that could
happen! In closing . . . I believe your impact is not
just in the area of promoting change, but in
stimulating self-assessment, personal growth, teambuilding, and in fostering a high-performance
culture.”
Larry M. Lewellen
Associate Vice President for Human Resources
The Ohio State University
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